
Two questions often asked in pharmaceutical market-
ing circles are: “How does the readership of medical

publications fluctuate throughout the year?” and, to put
it more basically: “Will my ad be in front of the same
number of eyeballs in the summer months as in the rest
of the year?”

The Print Measurement Bureau (PMB) now has infor-
mation which goes a long way to answering these ques-
tions. PMB’s Medical Media Study provides data on the
readership of medical publications to pharmaceutical
companies, advertising agencies, and publishers. The
data are collected from questionnaires mailed to a scien-
tifically selected sample of physicians and specialists.
Because the mailings are done throughout the entire
year, PMB now has input on the important subject of the
seasonality of readership.

The Medical Media Study measures as many as 39
titles. Figure 1 shows that, on average, across all the
publications, readership was virtually identical in each
of the four quarters of the year. In practical terms, this

means that if a pharmaceutical advertiser is using a num-
ber of different publications in a campaign, there will be
a relatively equal number of exposures over the course of
the year. Interestingly, if the quarter-by-quarter analysis
is done slightly differently—with one of the quarters
being June/July/August—the seasonality aspect does
not change. Publication readership is still constant in that
three-month period, with the index being 98% of the
annual average.

The figures provide telling evidence to disprove an
often-stated view that print advertising for pharmaceuti-
cal products should be reduced in the summer months
because readership may be lower at that time of year. 

For more information on the readership surveys,
please contact the PMB at (416) 961-3205.

By Steve Ferley, President, PMB
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Figure 1. Fluctuation in average readership by season
(relative to 12 month average).

How to read the chart:
100% represents the average total readership across all the medical publications measured
and reported in the PMB Medical Media Study (MMS 2003). In both the
July/August/September and April/May/June quarters, the readership of all measured publica-
tions was 99% of the average for the year.
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IF YOU HAVE BEEN THINKING ABOUT YOUR NEXT MOVE . . .

We recognize that our success depends on the skills, ingenuity and dedication
of our people.  We are seeking talented and highly-qualified professionals to
join our team.

Positions for Key Account Managers and New Business Development
professionals in Toronto and Montreal are currently available.

An entrepreneurial nature, high energy level and superb communication skills
are important.  And of course, ambition is a must.  Proven success in the
pharmaceutical industry is a definite asset.

In return for your business expertise, we offer a competitive remuneration
package.  To be considered, apply on-line at www.phase4health.com or e-mail
your CV to rfishman@phase4health.com.
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